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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

SEP19 1283 -19 1300 1300 1283 DEC19 98,40 0,05 99,75 98,20 98,35

NOV19 1303 3 1314 1287 1300 MAR20 101,90 -0,05 103,20 101,75 101,95

JAN20 1329 2 1340 1315 1327 MAY20 104,20 -0,05 105,45 104,10 104,25

MAR20 1353 0 1364 1344 1353 JUL20 106,30 0,00 107,55 106,20 106,30

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1295 & 1190
Resistances: 1325, 1370 & 1415

New York ICE:

Supports: 97,50, 93,50 & 86,50-84,00
Resistances: 102,00, 109,50 & 114,50
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last high low

1,10117 1,10677 1,10063

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

Quiet market this week with only moderate trading reported. Producers and cooperatives keep asking unchanged prices thus less volume has been traded. Real

devaluation compensated by the weak performance of NY spoiled the possible increase of further volumes.

Brazil’s government food supply and statistics agency CONAB have come forth with a revised lower forecast for the current 2019 Brazil coffee crop, to reduce
their estimate by 1.9 million bags from a total 50.9 million bags projected in May, to 49 million bags in their review this past week. According to their report, the
reduced estimate is related to drier than normal weather which they forecast to have affected this year’s arabica crop to potentially reach 34.47 million bags.

There is meanwhile, an upward revision in their forecast for conilon robusta crop this year, which they project to be moderately increased by 590,000 Bags, at a
total revised estimate of 14.52 million bags.

The State of Minas Gerais is expected to harvest a smaller crop this year, 24.52 million bags, down 26.5%. This is a reflection of the reduction in production area

and lower average crop yield in all production areas. Espirito Santo, which has the largest production of Conilon, should have a growth of 14.8% in the
production, influenced by better weather conditions and increased production area.

The first large flowerings in the Brazilian crops of arabica coffee occurred last week in Garça (SP) and northwestern Paraná – these flowers were favored by the
large rain volumes in early September. However, it is still early to evaluate the effects of this flowering on the total output from the 2020/21 crop, mainly

because the remaining arabica producing regions have not had a flowering as large as that observed for São Paulo and Paraná States. Now, growers are focused
on the weather. After the rains in early September, the frequency of precipitation has decreased, while temperatures increased, scenario that may hamper flower
settlement and beans development in the 2020/21 crop.

We are in the last month of crop year in Vietnam. Domestic coffee market remained quiet with thin remaining stock believed to be less than 10% of total

production. With rains across the coffee belt, fresh coffee is expected not to come out until November.

Sales for current and new crop continued to be sluggish and lower than last year mainly due to thin end-of-season stock and exporters’ lack of market direction
how it would be in coming months.

According to Vietnam Customs, the country exported 114,162 tons of coffee in Aug worth of $197 million, dropped 18.7% in volume and 18.2% in value from
previous month and 11.5% and 21.0% respectively from last crop, reflecting ongoing slump in prices.

With only 38,740 tons of coffee exported in 1st half of September, full month volume is estimated much lower than last crop when the country did 120,642 tons.

According to a report by the Agro Processing and Market Development Authority under the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, coffee exports in the
first eight months of 2019 were estimated at 1.17 million tonnes worth nearly 2 billion USD, down 11.8 percent in volume and 21.4 percent in value over the

same period in 2018.

Since the beginning of the year, Germany and the US have continued to be Vietnam's two largest coffee consuming markets, with market shares of 13.7 percent
and 9 percent, respectively. Except for Vietnam’s increase in coffee exports to the Philippines and Malaysia by 22 percent and 3.7 percent respectively, exports to
most of the remaining major markets decreased compared to the same period in 2018.

Weather conditions, much rainy for the week, continued to be in favor of new crop.

Guatemala's coffee exports seen stable, income to drop. In the 12 months starting Oct. 1, shipments may be 3.53m bags, matching the estimate for this

season. That compares with 3.43m bags exported in 2017-18; production is probably 10% higher with the majority of that output used in domestic consumption.
Export incomes from Oct. 1 to Aug. 31 was $623m from 3.325.000 bags shipped abroad; that compares with $655.7m a year earlier from 3.240.000 bags.

Panama’s coffee farm Ninety Plus sold a prototype of its Geisha coffee in Dubai, for a world record price of USD$10,000 per kilogram, breaking its own 2017
record set at auction of USD$5,001.50 per kilogram. An experimental batch of Geisha coffee developed by Ninety Plus founder Joseph Brodsky overwhelmed

Emirati entrepreneur Ibrahim Al Mallouhi, founder of The Espresso Lab, who then convinced Brodsky to sell him some of the coffee that will retail for a record
price of USD$250 per cup. The prototype coffees involve highly controlled cultivation and use of local yeast strains during multi-stage fermentations.

India - Permits issued for Robusta Exports from 1st Jan until 4th Sep 2019 were higher by 9.29% compared to 2018. Comparatively, permits issued for Total

Arabica exports from 1st Jan until 04th Sep 2019 were 10.14% lower compared to previous season.

Nestlé officially inaugurated on September 12 the Institute of Packaging Sciences, the first-of-its-kind in the food industry. The new Institute enables Nestlé to

accelerate its efforts to bring functional, safe and environmentally friendly packaging solutions to the market and to address the global challenge of plastic
packaging waste.

Costa Coffee is UK’s second fastest growing brand in the 2019. Deliveroo, Costa Coffee and BrewDog are growing in value faster than any other UK brands,
according to the 2019 BrandZ™ Top 75 Most Valuable UK Brands, announced today by WPP and Kantar. Vodafone remains the UK’s most valuable brand, worth

US$26.5 billion (£21.5 billion), followed by HSBC and Shell.
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This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

No doubt this week has been monopolized by the different Central Banks.

On Wednesday, the Federal Reserve moved first, lowering rates by placing them at 1.75% -2% and showing a division in the opinions of the different directors,

who at most expect another additional cut. In our opinion, an additional rate reduction is reasonable.

Yesterday, it was the turn of the Central Bank of Switzerland, among others, which maintained its interest rate at -0.75%. However, it has been worried as in

previous meetings about the overvaluation of its currency. They have not hesitated to admit that they will take action if this excessive appreciation continues.

We also saw the Bank of Norway swimming against the trend, raising interest rates for the fourth time in the last year and placing them at 1.5%.

The Bank of England is totally at the expense of what happens with Brexit. The total uncertainty generated around the British exit from the European Union
keeps the central bank in expectation. The rates remain at the 0.75% level although the market assumes that they could be forced to lower the rates especially
if a Brexit without agreement.

For emerging countries, we highlight the fall of the Brazilian Real that includes the decision to cut rates by its central bank, placing them at 5.5% and before the

announcement of possible future declines. We see it reach 4.17 USDBRL.

The coffee markets are meanwhile generally devoid of fresh fundamental news to guide direction. The focus primarily set on the circumstances of climatic

conditions within the two largest coffee producers; in Brazil the approaching spring and summer rain season; and in Vietnam, the end to the rain season for soon
to be required drier weather, ahead of the new robusta coffee harvest to start next month.
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